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Antennas for VHF/UHF Personal Radio : A Theoretical and
Experimental Study of Characteristics and Performance
JQRGEN BACH ANDERSEN, MEMBER, IEEE, AND F L E W N G HANSEN, MEMBER, IEEE

Abstruct-A theoretical analysis of the characteristics of small personal radio antennas for the 68- t o 470-MHz frequency range is given.
Representing the human body by a simplified lossy dielectric structure,
the influence of the body on the performanceof the antenna is investigated in detail, and it is shown how antenna impedance, gain, and radiation patterns can be calculated taking the presence
of the body into
account. For veryshortantennastheresultsindicatethatradiation
from the body may dominate over the radiation contributed by the antenna itself, and that the presence of the body can increase the antenna
efficiency considerably, indicating that even very
short antennas may
provide acceptable radiation efficiencies. The results of the theoretical
work are supported by measurements on practical antennas. Quarterwave and short antennas of the helical type are compared with respect
t o efficiency and radiation patterns at 80, 160, and 450 MHz, and it is
demonstrated how the physical length of the antenna affects the antenna performance. The design of a very short and compact person$
radio antenna is described.

I. INTRODUCTION

order of magnitude as the wavelength in free space or in
the
body. Nevertheless, it is of interesttoconsiderbrieflya
quasistaticmodelwherethebody
is assumed to besmall
compared toexternalandinternal
wavelengths. The various
mechanisms can be discussed
from such a model, which puts
us in a better position to understand the results obtained from
the more complicated model treated in Appendix A.
Let us first convince ourselves that a piece oflossy dielectric
may act as an efficient radiator. Assume a cylinder of length
L and cross section A with a constant distribution of polarization currents JD = jw(e, - l)eoEi, where E , is the complex
relativepermittivityofthedielectricand
E' is theinternal
electric field. The polarization currents will radiate exactly like
currents on a metallic wire; however, due to the conductivity
(or loss tangent) of the medium we will also have absorption.
With these assumptions we readily find the ratio between the
radiated power and the absorbed power

A

NTENNASforpersonalradiosaretraditionallywhip
or
wire antennas with physical dimensions comparable to a
quarter of a wavelength. At low- or medium-band frequencies
suchantennastendto
be uncomfortablylong,andwith
modernpocket-sized radio equipmentit is highlydesirable
that antenna dimensions can be reduced. Reduction of antenna
dimensions is generally assumed to result in lower efficiency,
but for a personal radio antenna where the body of the person
carrying the radio set becomes a part of the radiating structure
this will not always be the case. Thehumanbody
will of
course distorttheradiationpatternandabsorbsome
of the
signal power but will at the same time increase the radiation
resistance,andthe
result may be a significantincrease of
antenna efficiency.
Several authors have studied personal radio antennas [ l ]
[ 3 ] but most of the work, which has hitherto been published,
has been confined to experimental investigations of the performance of practical
antennas.
This
paper will analyze
personalradio antennastheoreticallyanddescribe
results of
measurements on experimental and practical antennas.

-

11. THE HUMAN BODY AS AN ANTENNA

A . Influence of the Body Based on Quasistatic Considerations
At the frequencies of interest the human body is in the socalled resonance region, where the dimensions are of the same
Manuscript received April 25, 1977; revised July 15, 1977.
J. BachAndersenwaswiththeElectromagneticInstitute,Technical University of Denmark, Lyngby, Denmark. He is now at Aalborg
of ElectronicsSystems, Box 159, 9100
UniversityCenter,Institute
Aalborg, Denmark.
F. Hansen is with Storno A/S, DK-2300 Copenhagen S. Denmark.

where E' is the realpartof E,, tan 6 the loss tangent, ko =
277b the wavenumber in free space and V = L .A the volume,
In (1)it is assumed that E' - 1 = E ' . Theefficiencyofthe
dielectric as a radiator is given by

-

Prad

77=

Prad +ploss

77'

7)"

We note that in this approximation only the
volume counts,
not the length and area.
Considering the worst possiblecase,
tan 6 = 1, we find
1

Taking as an example a body of L = 1 m, A = 0.03 m 2 , f =
150 MHz, and E' = 80, we find an efficiency 7) of 89 percent
corresponding to a loss of only 0.5 dB. Thus we may conclude
that the losses in the body are not a fundamental obstacle to
an efficient antenna system, but the problem
is rather one of
exciting the currents in the body properly (see also [ 4 ]).
The simplest excitation is a small electric dipole, which we
place a distance d from a small dielectric sphere, the simplest
model of the body (see Fig. 1). The dipole induces a field in
thedielectric assumed to be constant. Effectively we now
have twodipoles,theantennaandthedielectric,withthe
following ratio between the two dipole moments:

P=-

JD *

V

J ds

3k03V
=--.-.
471

(E, -

(e,

1)

+2)

-

f(kod) e-lkOd

(4)
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In (9) the following approximations in (6) have been made:
e, - 1

3
1 --

- N

E,

+2

1- j

rv

Er

3 tan 6
~ ‘ (+
1 tan2 6 )

0-

Fig. 1. Electricdipolewithdielectricsphere.

and

where Jds is the dipole moment of the antenna, and

Thus we have atwo-elementarraywiththefollowinghorizontal far field pattern:

9 = 71 is the forward direction assuming that the man has the
antenna in front of him, and9 = 0 is the backward direction.
In the first rough approximation for kod small (the antenna
close to the body in terms of wavelength) we can neglect the
phase factors,and since I E , I 9 1 we may alsoneglectthe
factor ( E , - ] ) / ( E ,
2 ) leaving us with

+

Thus for a given current in the dipole the far field is reduced
due to the cancelling effect of the polarization currents in the
dielectric as sketched in Fig. 1. Note that this effect does not
depend on the losses in the dielectric but only on the volume
and the distance. In the approximation
we are using here the
reduction of Fh means a reduced radiation resistance, which
may have a serious effect on the efficiency if the antenna is
small. The impedance relationships will be discussed later.
The first-order effect of the dielectricon the pattern is only
on the magnitude, not on the shape. Letus look at secondorder effects where (6) is expanded in terms of kod and the
effect oflosses is included. Defining afront-to-backratio
(FTB) as

I

2

we arrive at
FTB = 1 + CY^ 0 ss - @-lens
where
27
@-loss=-

4

and

*

n2

*

P k o tan 6
d5 ~ ‘ ( 1 +tan2 6 )

-

It is seen that the losses (tan 6
1) produce an FTB larger
than one, i.e., we have a shadowing effect from the body due
to absorption. The effect is highly distance dependent (d-5).
Equation (9) is of course only valid for alosssmall, but it has
beenverified fromexactcalculations on a lossysphere that
FTB’sof more than 15 dBmayresultfromthe
close proximity of the antenna to the
surface(seebelow).Theother
effect due to ale,, reduces the FTB, the body acting as a lens
focusingtheradiation
in thebackwarddirectionmuchthe
same way as a capacitive director in a Yagi-antenna. When the
antenna is close to the body theloss mechanism will dominate
over the lens effect. More accurate results for the patterns will
be given in the next section.
The fields in the dielectric react back on the antenna and
give an impedance change. With the same assumptions as above
using the induced EMF method we find (see Appendix A)

3 tan 6

-

(kod)6 * e’ (1

+ tan2 6)

3 (k0d)3

and

MI=-.9

Ro.V

8n ko3 d6

where Ro is theradiationresistance
of theexcitingdipole.
Only the change in resistance
is of interest. It has a positive
part and a negative part, with the negative part corresponding
to the general reduction of radiation as discussed above. The
positive part corresponds to the near field losses in the dielectric and is a serious factor in reducing the gain of the system.
Close proximity should be avoided not only for the shadowing
effect but also for the low efficiency it creates. The phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 2 , which shows the relative resistance
andforward gainas a function of thedistancebetweenthe
dipole and the sphere. The results are exact and based on Mieseries. E ’ = 80, u = 0.5 correspond to muscletissuewhile
E’ = 8, u = 0.05 correspond to fatty tissue. We may conclude
that at this frequency (f = 150 MHz) the near-field losses may
be neglected when the distance
to the surface is greater than
10 cm.
B. Radiation Patternfor Antenna-Man Combination
Using Multisphere Model

At the frequencies of interest the human bodyis electrically
so large that the distribution of polarization currents will not
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Measured horizontal patterns with hand touching antenna.

rather good agreement with the theoretical model. A metallic
structure would showsimilar behavior.
Fig. 4 shows both experimental and theoretical horizontal
B
m
+ q
patterns
for a whip and a
small antenna. The antenna is not
Y
touched by the person. No attempt has been made to optimize
-5
parameters such that the agreement
is improved. At 80 MHz
F = 150 MHz
& = 80
we have the lens effect again, while for the higher frequencies
u =0.5
thebodyacts
as areflectorwithmaximumpowerinthe
forward direction. When the hand of the operator is in close
SFAALL
contact with the set, the coupling to the body increases
asis
4
-10
100
200
evident
from
Fig.
5.
All
other
parameters
are
the
same
as
in
H, cm
Fig. 4. The variation in the pattern is increased but the general
Fig. 3. Front to back ratio as a function of body size.
tendencies are the same. No numerical results are available for
the handheld case.
Verticalpatterns in theforwarddirection
areshownin
be uniform.Themany-spheremodeltreatedinAppendixA
Figs.
6
and
7.
Fig.
6
shows
the
case
where
a
50-cm
whip is held
takes this effect into account; insteadof one small sphere used
in
front
of
the
body.
The
measurements
are
taken
in a radioin the previous section we now have 17 spheres stacked vertianechoic
chamber
with
the
body
"floating"
in
free
space.
(The
cally. Once the current distribution has been found numerically
theoretical
curve
is
shifted
to
the
left
for
convenience.)
Again
all otherparameterssuch
as far field pattern, gain,and
we
note
a
difference
whether
it
is
with
or
without
hand
impedance are found easily. Fig. 3 gives an example of the use
of the multisphere computer program. The
figureshows the touching, but in both cases the maximum radiation is slightly
front-to-backratio as afunction of theheight.For
small upward, about a 20" elevation angle. An example showing the
heights we havenegativeFTB's
corresponding tothe lens effect of a lossy ground is shown in Fig. 7 where there is some
additional lobing due to the image in the gound; the maximum
effect mentioned earlier, but for greater heights the situation
reverses and for normal body
size we havepositiveFTB's at radiation is now at an angle of 40" with the horizontal. As we
shall see later these idealized patterns may not be very impor150 MHz. One experimental result for a small antenna shows
0

10

ANTENMI

I

I
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Fig. 6 . Vertical patternsin forward direction. 47 cm ship,F= 165 MHz.
a) With hand. b) Withouthand. c) Theoreticalcurve(shiftedto
the left for convenience).
FREQUENCY MHz

Fig. 8.

Forward and backward gain and loss as a function of
frequency. Small Antenna.

TABLE I
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL GAIN A T f = 1 6 5 MHz FOR
SMALL ANTENNA AND WHIP

dB

S m a lA
l ntenno

R=-1
Losses inhand
G a i n , dB

Fig.7 . Vertical pattern in forward direction. Small antenna,

-4. I

- I .4

F = 165 MHz. Reflection coefficient of ground equals -1.

tant in a realistic situation, but the agreement with the theory
indicatestheexistenceandimportanceofthefields
in the
body.

C. Gain and Efficiency of Antenna-Man Combination
Gain is theproduct of thedirectivityandtheefficiency
(both have been discussed briefly). The theoretical model with
the many spheres gives gain directly, relative to a small lossless
dipole. Some results are shown in Fig. 8 for a small antenna
15 cm from the body at a height of
1.5 m. The body has a
height of 1.8 m. Forwardandbackward gain is shown as a
function of frequencytogetherwiththe
relativelossesin
percent.Forward gainis
asteadilyincreasingfunctionof
frequency up to about 200 MHz where the low gain at the low
frequencies is due partly to a low directivity and partly to high
losses. Theactualnumbersdepend
on theposition of the
antenna but may be taken as typical.
This was for the rather academic case of no direct contact
with the set. We have seen that the hand affects the patterns,
but it mayaffecttheefficiency
even more.Arathercrude
modelofthehandwould
be acubeof side 5 cm through
which the antenna current
is assumed to flow. The effect of
the hand is then equivalent to an ohmic resistance R h a n d in
series with the radiation resistance. Assuming
a constant current distribution one finds
Rhand =

5 E "to

ko

[ E -

1 l2

sz

where to = 1 2 0 ~and ko = 2 ~ / x .For 150 MHzwe
Rhand

-

(14)

Fora small antennawhere Rrad is much smaller than
Rhand, the hand will act as part of the antenna and couple the
energy to the rest ofthebody.Sincethebody
initself is
reasonably efficient, we can expect a rather efficient antenna
system even though the antenna itself may
have a low efficiency.
This will be the case if

where Rloss represents the losses in the antenna. Thuswe have
the rather unusual situation that an inefficient antenna is made
efficient by coupling to a lossy structure.
Some
typical
theoretical
and
experimental
results
for
165 MHz arecollectedinTableI.Thesmallantennamentioned is a Hertziandipoleforthenumericalresults.The
experimental small antenna is a2-cmsmallfatmonopole
tuned to resonance by a coil, sitting
on top of a 60 X 60 X
28-mm metal box. It turned out that the
gain of the system
was close to -6 dB independent of the details of the antenna,
supporting the argument that the antenna functions more as a
coupler than a radiator. Some of the small antennas tested had
a gain of -17 to -18 dB when isolated from the body but still
has -6 dB when held in the hand not tooclose to the body.
111. DESIGN OF COMPACT ANTENNA

A. Design Objectives

The antenna, which will be described, was designed for use
get
on a pocket sizedpersonalradiowithdimensions
28 X 65 X
mm.185 Fig. See set radio
9. This
is small enough to be
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TABLE I1
TARGET DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FOR COMPACT ANTENNA
1.4 B

MiniTumBandwidth

(VSWR

< 28,
MHz

Nominal
Impedance,
MaximumInput

0

Power, W

MinivumEfficiency,relativeto
quarterwove whip, dB
Physical
Dimension,
DianeterxHeight

mm

88

5

MaxinumDuplexSeporation,MHz

0.5
50
5
-1 2

28

UHF

HB

-

68

Frequency Range, M H z

x 40

146

-

174

IO

420

- 470
10

2

10

50
5

50
5

- 6

- 3

28 x 40

28 x 40

/
lb

io

30

io

40 so $0
80
ANTENNA LENGTH cm

90

,do

F i g . 10. Efficiency versus antenna length for whip antenna, flexible
helical antenna, and thick rigid helical antenna. Handheld.

Tuning elements are placed at the bottom of the antenna and
canbeaccessed
throughholesintheplasticcap,which
is
protecting the antenna mechanically.
Transmit/receive switching is accomplished by means of a
diode switch, and the antenna can be matched t o 50 s2 at two
frequenciesrandomlyplacedwithin
thebandcovered.The
currentcontrollingthediodeswitch
is supplied via theRF
connector. Fig. 9 shows the antenna mounted on the radio.
IV. PERFORMANCE O F COMPACT ANTENNA

carriedconvenientlyinashirtpocket,andit
was therefore
hlghlydesirable thattheantenna dimensionscouldbekept
comparablysmall.Thetarget
design specificationsforthe
antenna are summarized in Table 11.

B. Antenna Design
The theoretical analysis indicated that the antenna dimensions may be reduced to a very small fraction of a wavelength
before efficiency drops seriously. The limiting parameter
will
be bandwidth rather than efficiency. This led
to the conclusionthatatypeofradiatingelementprovidinginherently
large bandwidthandlow
losses should be chosenandthe
physicaldimensionsshouldbereduceduntil
theminimum
acceptable
bandwidth
was reached. As small bandwidth
necessitatestuningit
wasanadditionalrequirementthatit
would bepossible by simple means to match the antenna to
50 s2 anywhere within the desired frequency range. If transmit/receiveswitchmg is needed,electroniccontrolmust
be
possible.
Various types of antenna elements were examined. Fig. 10
showsefficiency versus antennalengthat81
MHz forwhip
antennas, flexiblehelically wound antennas, and short thick
helical antennas. All measurements were taken with the radio
handheld. Similar results were obtained at 150 and 450 MHz,
and it was concluded that the short fat
helical antenna with
top load provided the best solution.
Theradiatingelementoftheantennaconsistsofa
coil
wound on acylindrical coil former, and the top capacity is
provided by a disc with slightly larger diameter than the coil.

Most of the measurements described in the following were
taken with the radio held in the
right hand in speaking position 15 cm from the mouth and with the antenna
vertically
oriented.

A . Impedance, Bandwidth
For thesemeasurementsadummyradio
wasused that
couldbeconnectedtotheimpedancemeasuringequipment
via a 50 S-2 coaxial cable. Ferrite screening on the outside of
the cable was used to suppress R F currents flowing to ground
this way.
Figs. 1 1 - 13 show typical antenna input impedance versus
frequency for MB, HB, and UHF compact antennas. The bandwidths at VSWR = 2 are summarized in Table 111.

B. Radiation Pattern
Only the horizontal radiation pattern was measured. Measurementstook place on an outdoor measuringground.The
antenna was used in the transmit mode, and the radiatedsignal
was measured at a distance of 10 wavelengths while the person
carrying the radio was rotating through 360 degrees in steps of
30 degrees.Theradiowas
handheld
in normalspeaking
position.Theradiationpattern
of aquarter-wavewhip
was
also recorded under the same conditions, and the
signal level
radiated from this antenna in the forward direction was used
as the reference level (0 dB). Results are depicted in Figs. 1416. Themainradiationcharacteristicsaresummarized
in
Table IV.
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Fig. 11. Input impedance of compact antenna, SO MHz. Handheld.

.

Fig. 12.

TABLE 111
BANDWIDTH OF COMPACT ANTENNA

h Hz

-:-'

Fig. 13. Input impedance of compact antenna, 450 MHz. Handheld.

Input impedance of compact antenna, 150 MHz. Handheld,

Bandwidth (VSWR C 2 ) ,

-

MB

HB

UHF

.5

2

12
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Fig. 15.Radiationpattern
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\
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of compactantenna, 150 MHz. Handheld.

Fig. 16.Radiationpattern

of compactantenna,450

TABLE IV
RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS O F COMPACT ANTENNA
Radiation i n max.
d i r e c t i o nr e l a t i v e

80 M H z

-10

150 M H z

- 5

450 MHz

I

0

M a x . to rnin.
ratio

17

I

12

MHz. Handheld.
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TABLE VI
AVERAGE EFFICIENCY O F COMPACT ANTENNA RELATIVE TO
QUARTER-WAVE WHIP. HANDHELD
Efficient

4 whi
handheld

relative
to

EO M H z

Handheld

150 M H z

Mount

-16

3elt

Fig. 15 may be compared with Fig.5 curved (small antenna,
168 MHz). The front-to-back ratio is somewhat smaller for the
practicalantenna,andthewholepatternhasbeenshifted
about 45 degrees counterclockwise. Otherwise the agreement
is acceptable.Theseresultsareingoodagreementwiththe
theoretical predictions (see Table I).
With the radio carried in the shirt pocket or clipped onto
thebeltthe
efficiencies listedinTable
V were foundat
150 MHz. Assuming the distance between antenna and body
to be 3 to 5 cm when the radio is worn on the body, according
to Fig. 2 the efficiency should drop by 7 t o 14 dB. This is in
reasonable agreement with the figures in Table V.

C.Efficiency
Thehorizontalradiationpattern
gives someinformation
about the antenna, but it does not tell the full story. In many
situations the vertical radiation pattern is just as important as
the horizontal pattern, and multipath propagation may often
cancel the effects ofeven highly asymmetric radiationpatterns.
A morecorrectmeasureoftheefficiency
of apersonal
radio (or vehicular) antenna can be obtained by
averaging the
signal levels received while an operator walks along a selected
route. When the mean level obtained from a reference antenna
onthe same route is known,the relativeefficiencyof
the
unknown antenna will then be equal to the ratio between the
mean levels. Instead of measuring the mean levels directly it is
also possible to measure the percentage of time a given signal
level has been exceeded and find the relative efficiency as the
number of decibels by which the system loss must be increased
or reduced in order to obtain the same probability of coverage
withthetwoantennas.
A moredetaileddescriptionofthis
method is given inAppendix B. Using thelattermethod,
efficiencies
relative
to quarter-wave
a
whip
are
listed
in
Table VI.
V. CONCLUSION

- 2

450 M H z

dB
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APPENDIX A

NUMERICAL MODEL O F THE HUMAN BODY

In the computer program the human body is approximated
by M X N closely packed dielectric spheres, M horizontal and
N vertical. The diameter of the sphere
is 10 cm. The w h p is
approximated by L current segments exicted by one segment.
Ineachsegmentofthe
wire we have aconstantunknown
current, and in each sphere we have three constant unknown
currents (in x - , y - , and z-direction). The problem is formulated
as a matrix problem with all the currents as unknowns, the
mutual impedances between the spheres, and the
voltage at the
excited segment as the source. The fields from the currents in
one sphere are assumed to form a dipole field. Once the systemofequations
is solved wemay easily findthesystem
parameters.
The change in impedanceAZ equals
E S

Az=--

.

(A1 1

IO

where ?i is thescattered field atthe feedpointfromthe
parasitic currents in the spheres and the other whip elements
and 10 is the feed current.

+ R e ( A z ) > . 1 1 0 l2

Pin = (Ro

is the input power.
The 8-component of the E-field in the far-field
tional t o

('42)

is proporThe study of personal antennas described in this paper has
shown that significant reduction of the physical size of such
1
antennas is possible beforeradiationefficiency
is seriously
ee=-L:(~~.cose.coscp+J,.cosB.sincp-J,.sine)
affected,andthatbandwidthratherthanefficiency
will be
IO
the limiting parameter for the practical design of a very small
*exp~Ko-(x-sinO-coscp+y.sinO.sincp
antenna. The most suitable antenna element for such antenn'as
appears to be a short fat top-loaded helical radiator. Theoretical analysis as well as practical results show that it is possible
+ z * cos e))
('43)
at 150 MHz with an antenna of this type, only
40 mm long, to
where the summation is over all elements. The gain is proporobtain an efficiency better than
-6 dB relative to a quartertional to the ratio between the power density in the
far-field
wave whip while maintaining a bandwidth of 2MHz.

*

,

FIXED RECEIVER

If the values of P found for the unknown and the reference
antennas, respectively, are Pu and P, we have

p =e-(xr)/(xou)

(B2)

and
SET LEVL.xr

p, =,-(xr)/(Xor).
From this we find the ratio a between the mean levels

%OF TIME
xr EXCEEDED

Fig.17.Measurementofrelativeantennaefficiency.

and the input power

Defined in this way G is the gain relative to a vertical Hertzian
dipole (I ee l 2 = 1, A 2 = 0). The losses in the body Ploss are
found by

with efficiency 77 as

As the same route was used during the two measurements the
relative efficiency of the unknown antenna mustbe

or

The use ofthis method is notrestrictedtosurroundings
with pure Rayleigh fading. If propagation conditions are such
that the fading will consist of short term Rayleigh fading with
lognormal distributed mean level, which is normally the case
in urban surroundings, it can be shown [5] that for x R < x o ,
P can be approximated by

and the directivity D

G

D=-

77

APPENDIX B
MEASUREMENT OF RELATIVE ANTENNA EFFICIENCY
Fig. 17 illustratesthemethodused.
While thepedestrian
carryingtheportabletransmitter
walks throughtheselected
route, the percentage of time P during which the signal level
received at the base station has exceeded the reference level X,
is recorded. The attenuation /3 is so adjusted that a value o f P
between 0.2 and 0.7 is obtained.
Two sets of measurements are taken, one with the unknown
antenna and one with the reference antenna.
Assuming Rayleigh fading the probability thatX,is exceeded will be

where x . is the mean power level.

where u is the standard deviation (bels) of the mean level, and
M = loge. Replacing (1) by (8) obviously leads to the same
expression (7) for 77.
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